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PARTS I. AND II. OF
THE 1918 SYLLABUS

I. INTRODUCTORY.

The reading recommended by the Board of Examiners is

as follows :

PART I. SECTION A.

(1) H. S. Hall and S. R. Knight :

"
Higher Algebra."

(Macmillan & Co,, Ltd.)

No questions will be set on Interest and Annuities, Advanced

Convergency and Divergency of Series, Continued Fractions,

Indeterminate Equations of the Second Degree, Theory of

Numbers, Inverse Probabilities, Determinants, Elimination, or

Cubic and Biquadratic Equations.

(2) J. Burn and E. H. Brown :

" Elements of Finite

Differences," Part I. (C. & E. Layton.)

Institute Text-Book, Part II., chapters xxii., xxiii. and

xxiv., sections 1-20.

J. Edwards: "Differential Calculus for Beginners."

(Macmillan & Co., Ltd.)

Chapters i. vii. and xiii, omitting Trigonometrical

references.

J. Edwards: "Integral Calculus for Beginners." (Mac-

millan & Co., Ltd.)

Chapters i. vi. and the general propositions in Chapter

viii., omitting Trigonometrical references.

Institute Text-Book, Part I., chapter ix.



J.I.A.* vol. xl., p. 116, section i (W. P. Elderton,

Approximate Summation] ; vol. xliv., p. 402, section 1-5

(G. J. Lidstone and S. E. Macnaghten, Integration

by Parts).

SECTION B.

Institute Text-Book, Part I. (excluding chapters ix. and x.).

PART II.

Institute Text-Book, Part II. (excluding chapters xix., xx,, xxii.,

xxiii. and xxiv., sections 1-20).

J.I.A., vol. xxii., p. 407 (T. B. Sprague, Use of Select Mortality

Tables) ;
vol. xl., p. 302 (Actuarial Note, No. 3, Law of

Uniform Seniority ;
vol. xli., p. 97 (G. J. Lidstone, Value

of a Complete Annuity} ; vol. xliii., p. 99 (W. P. Elderton,

Value of a Complete Annuity] ;
vol. xliv., p. 402 (G. J.

Lidstone and S. E. Macnaghten, Integration by Parts}.

Transactions of the Faculty of Actuaries, vol. v., p. 130

(W. Borland, Differential Coefficients}.

Little need be said about Part I., as the Algebra and

Calculus are learnt from text-books of a kind to which all

students have become accustomed in their school work, but in

working at the Calculus the}
7 should remember that its

application in actuarial work is mainly to statistics so that

their work will ultimately have to be expressed in arithmetical

results. This means that we must be able to find arithmetical

values for the differential coefficients and integrals of various

functions, the algebraic form of which is unknown or, if

known, is such as not to lend itself to direct integration. In

practice this implies that both the differential coefficient and

the integral of/ (x) must be expressed in terms of

/(*), /(A'-hfl), /(*- a), j (*+6), etc.,

*
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because if, as usually happens, we can find arithmetical

values of / (A*) for various values of x, we can then reach

approximate arithmetical values for the differential coefficients

and integrals. An example may make the point clearer.

Let us assume that all we know about / (x) is given in the

following table :2345678
/(.vt 87 107 13-2 14-1 137 13-1 12-3

It is clear that if we wish to find arithmetical values for the

integral of f (x) from x=2'5 to x=6'5, we must find a method

of approximation which only necessitates the employment of

the given values of f (x}. An obvious approximation that will

immediately occur to one is obtained by the use of the

mid-ordinate or a series of mid-ordinates so that we

might take

107 + 13-2 + 14-1 + 137 == 517

as the value of the integral. More accurate results may be

obtained by other assumptions, and these will be found

described in Text-Book, Part I., ch. ix., and/./.^., xl., p. 116,

section i.

A similar type of approximate work is implied in expressing

the value of the integral of f(x) from o to n in terms of

the series

/(O) +/(!) +/(2) + ...... + /()

and of the differences or differential coefficients of/(o) and/(n).
A modification of this arises when we have to find a value for

The methods of dealing with these two problems are by the

use of either the Euler-Maclaurin Expansion or Lubbock's

formula (see T.B. I., chap, ix., and T.B. II., chap, xxiv.,

section 21, et seq.). The former is often known in actuarial

circles by the name of Woolhouse who introduced its use

there.



When working at finite differences, the student should

understand that his aim is to reach an arithmetical result and

that the algebra is merely a means to this end. The results he

will want are :

(1) The value of/(r) where r is frequently fractional when

he knows f (a),f(a+i),f(a+2), etc.

(2) The value of f (r) when f(a), /(&), /(c), etc., are

knowr

n, a, b, c, etc., not being equidistant.

(3) The values of / (a + i), f (a + 2), etc., f (a + b + i),

/ (0+ 6+ 2), etc. (i.e., the complete series), when only

/(0), /(0+ 6), /'(tf+2b),/(a+3&), etc., are known.

(4) The sums of series /(#),/ (fl+ 6), etc.

Occasionally interpolated values are required when there are

two variables.

Broadly speaking, all interpolated results are obtained by

assuming that f(x) can be expressed in the form-

at +fr,v+c;r+ tf

7

^ +ex\ etc.,

and if the student remembers this underlying fact and uses

straightforward methods he will have little difficulty ;
but he

must do a number of numerical examples or he will never

learn the subject in the practical way in which he will have

to use it.

When the student comes to Section B of Part I., he will be

tempted to learn formulae, and if he falls into this temptation,

or if he contents himself with playing about with algebraic

expressions, he will never get at the real meaning of the

subject. The best method is to read the algebraic treatment

and then use the methods to work out arithmetical results, arid

learn how to use the interest tables at the end of the Text-

Book. Unless and until he can turn everything quickly and

easily into an arithmetical result, he cannot know the subject ;
it



is insufficient to reach the end of the algebra and say,
" and then

we put in the values forj and w,and get the required arithmetical

result
"

; it is only by suffering the arithmetic that he will

appreciate the uselessness of any other method of study.

Perhaps it may be forgiven to us if we add that the more

mathematical the student the greater is his difficulty,

apparently, in facing the necessary arithmetical drudgery.

We may now turn to Part II., and for the sake of students

who have to study the subject without a tutor, or wrish to start

reading in advance of their classes, we give in the next section

an outline of reading which indicates the parts of the Text-

Book (Part II.) specially requiring attention. It must be

remarked that when the Text-Book was prepared, the

examination syllabus was materially different from what it

now is, as students were not examined in the Calculus or its

application till they came to the final examination, and a text-

book had to be available in which the Calculus could be

avoided. Nowadays the easy line of approach to the subject

through the Calculus is available in the first instance, and the

notes may help to show how this line of approach can be

followed most usefully.

A note on Select Tables is added, and we are glad to be able

to reprint in abstract Dr. Sprague's paper on the " Use of

Select Mortality Tables." We thank him and the Institute of

Actuaries for kind permission to reprint.

II. NOTES ON READING TEXT-BOOK (PART II).

In Chapter i. the student should define "Lx as / lx+t dtJ o

and m x as dxfL,x . He should take the table at the end of the

book and see what errors arise from using the usual

approximations instead of the exact expressions, bearing in

mind that the column headed L r is the approximate, not the



true, value. He will have to use a formula of approximate

summation, such as one of those given in J.I.A. xl., p. 116,

in order to obtain the more accurate values for comparison.

In Chapter ii. an alternative proof for the probability that

exactly r lives out of in will survive a year can be obtained by

writing down the fundamental expression

Pw.v & ( T-py ) ( J -A-) (m-r) factors.

+ pwy > (!#*) (i -A) (m-r) factors.

+ etc.

and then equating it to

Where A
ri A, +If etc., are numerical coefficients independent of

w, x, etc., and Z has the meaning explained in the Text-Book.

In order to find the A's we can assume all the ages equal,

and since there are ,,,C r lines in the fundamental expression it

becomes mC r p
1

'

(i p)
m ~ r which - may be expanded and

equated to

Alv f^- i A 17 _L J S~^
I

- 4 I
1' -\~ S /"* \

rP m^r ""
**-r+i P m^r+i T T -^r+ s P wt^r + s T

Equating coefficients of
/>
r+s the value of Ar+s is obtained

immediately and consequently the whole series of A's is

known.

In dealing with the force of mortality, it is best to start

from the definition in formula (19) and then make approxima-

tions to the differential coefficient in the ordinary way.

The expectation of life (Chapter iii.) can be left over until

after annuities have been read; "expectation" is a special case

of annuities which is reached when i= o, and when the chapter

is subsequently read, the student will start with an exact

i f
00

expression , / Lx+t dt and will reach his approximations
'* 'o

to this expression by applying Lubbock's or Woolhouse's

formula directly. Consequently he will not read section 24,

but will reach the results of it as a simple exercise.

IO



In Chapter iv. the first thing to be done is to express the

chances in the form of integrals, and if the student can satisfy

himself that the chance of x dying before y in the wth
year is

i /""

equal to - / lx+t fjLx+t ly+t dt, and if he can see the ordinary
' ly

u n- i

approximations that result therefrom by assuming that the

integral is approximately given by the mid-ordinate, he will be

able to save himself from reading sections i 8 and n, he will

find that formula (14) comes directly from an integral, and will

neglect sections 14, 17, 18, 26 and 27.

It may however be remarked that approximate expressions

for nearly all survivorship probabilities can be written down

easily by assuming the deaths at a particular age to occur in

the middle of that year of age, e.g., the probability of x dying

in the w th
year, y having died before him, and leaving z

surviving him is thus dx ^ n _ l /*+_$ (ly l.y+n -i) + lxlslr This

method is simpler and not necessarily less accurate than the

traditional assumption of an even distribution of deaths. The

result shown in formula (14) is obtained at once by deducting

from unity {which is the total chance that x dies before or after

y) the value of the probability that x will be alive t years after

ys death. Express this latter probability as an integral.

Chapter v. should be studied by taking each example and

working out the result by common sense from first principles ;

there is no need to read any part of the chapter unless a

mistake is made in the attempt to solve the problem. The

matter in sections 18 21 provides a useful example of the use

of the double integral (see J.I.A. xliv., p. 403, formula (2)).

/CD
fCDTx+t dt with / tlx+t dt is at once seen,

o J o

Sections 18 69 of chapter vi. need not be read, as they deal

with graduation.

Chapter vii. is most important because it introduces interest

as well as probabilities. A helpful rule of action in dealing



with problems on annuities is to attempt the solution in terms

of probabilities and interest and convert subsequently into

commutation columns. Section 98 can be proved in the

following alternative way :

Assume death to occur in the ;/
th

year (the chance of which

is dx+n -i -4- lx ) then the payments of the annuity-due accumu-

lated to the end of that year at j amount to

and the present value at i is

J

The solution of the problem is therefore

M=I (i-f
J l*

which reduces at once to the expression (68).

Sections 104 109 should be omitted.

Chapter viii. is important ;
to convince himself of it we

recommend the student to find Assurance Values or Annual

Premiums from annuities by means of conversion tables and

compare the work with what is required when they are

calculated by means of commutation columns or by other

methods. One object of conversion tables is to save the

calculation of tables
;
if good conversion tables are available, it

is frequently sufficient to tabulate annuity values only.

Our recommendation for chapter ix. is as follows : Read

sections i 3; omit 4 12; reach formula (n) in section 13

by seeing directly that a life annuity is a perpetuity fes.v a

perpetuity-due deferred till after the death of the person on

whose life the annuity is to depend ; this is an exact result

and does not assume an even distribution of deaths
;
make use

of the proof of the approximate relation between A and

A' m)
given in formula (10) ;

read sections 14 to 18
;
do sections

12



ig 24 and 26 by starting from the formula at the beginning

of section 19 and applying Lubbock's and Woolhouse's

formulae as a matter of routine ; read sections 25 and 27 to

end. An alternative to section 34 is to interpolate for the

result between (i) i + a x , (2) ax , (3) vpx ax+l , (4) v2
tpx ax+z ,

etc.

In chapter x., sections i 9, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18 21, should

be read; formula (7) follows directly from (n) of chapter ix.

by putting m equal to infinity. The best way of attacking

many problems in assurance is to write down the integrals

giving the exact result and approximate to its value.

For chapter xi. read the first four and last three paragraphs

and/.LA. xliii., p. 99.

In reading chapter xii. it should be borne in mind that in

practice we should not use Lubbock's formula for approxi-

mating to the value of a joint life annuity (section 54) although

it is well to see how the work could be dons. We should

write down the integral as is done in section 55, and approxi-

mate to it by using a formula of approximate summation. This

method gives the value of a continuous annuity, but the

necessary adjustment can easily be made if an ordinary

annuity be wanted. The student should try the same example

with two other formulae, using different intervals
;
the larger

the interval the less the work, but also the less the accuracy !

The same exercise should be performed for sections 57 and 58;

it will show the advantage of formulae of approximate

summation and teach their application at the same time.

We would urge the student to think of assurances accurately

and therefore to put them, in complicated cases, immediately

into the form of integrals. Thus in chapter xiii.

rco

A .TV
:

J o
v'tpxy

13



where the probability of death has, strictly speaking, to be

expressed in the form of an integral as indicated in our note on

chapter iv. We do not think a student need read sections

5 13, 24, 33 37, at any rate on a first reading; these

approximations are awkward in practice. The result shown in

formula (18) is found directly by deducting from A* (which is

the value of i payable on the death of .v whether before or

after that of y) the value of i payable on the death of x should

he survive the death of y by t years. Express this latter

assurance as an integral. The examples of approximate
summation may be studied as indicated in our note on

chapter xii.

In chapter xiv. omit sections 23 29, 31 33, at any rate in

the first instance.

Chapter xv. will be read and examples worked out on the

lines already indicated.

Chapter xvi. should be treated as a series of examples on

chapter vii., etc., and not as book work. The solution can

often be made easily by setting out everything in terms of

probabilities and then converting them into commutation

columns : beginners often have a difficulty in working directly

in this rather artificial medium.

Chapter xvii. requires no comment.

Chapter xviii. often gives difficulty : sections i 32 relate to

policy values and the ways in which they are built up.

Sections 33 44 deal with a method of valuation no longer in

use, but as is shown in sections 45 8 the results obtained can be

used for examining the effects of changes of mortality on policy

values, and this matter is further treated in sections 49 73.

The next two paragraphs relate to construction of policy-value

tables, and then we come to paragraphs which up to section

100 deal with values for fractional periods. These are hard to



follow and the student will find an easy treatment of this part

of the subject in the Students' Journal, Vol i, No. 3, page 24.

The remainder of the chapter requires no comment.

Chapter xxi. requires no comment except that, as the subject

is essentially practical, the student who is not familiar with

calculating machines would do well to take an early opportunity

of gaining experience of them.

Chapter xxiv., sections 21 to end, will be read, and the

examples of the application of the various formulae should be

noted. An alternative method of obtaining the formulae will be

found in J.I.A. xl., page 116, a paper recommended for

reading in connection with Part I.

We conclude these notes by remarking that no method,

formula, or approximation is worthy of much trouble unless it

can be used conveniently in arithmetical work. The student

must never forget that the object of all algebraical analysis is

to lead to easier methods of producing arithmetical results.

NOTES ON SELECT MORTALITY TABLES.

A Select Mortality Table is a development of the ordinary

mortality table showing the effect upon mortality functions at

each age of the time elapsed since commencement of

observation.

The reason why we use Select Tables is that it has been

found by observation that lives chosen (or selected) by medical

examination or otherwise, are subject to rates of mortality

different from those experienced by the general body of lives

of the same age. Therefore, in the interests of accuracy, we are

bound to consider time since entry as well as age.

The student is familiar with the notation of an ordinary

Mortality Table, and we shall now explain how that notation

is adapted to the case of a Select Table. The underlying

15



principle is the division of the simple suffix x-\-t (which is

the age attained at the point considered) into two suffices [x]

and /, where [x] is the age at entry (indicated always

by a square bracket) and t is the time elapsed since entry.

Thus qw+t is the rate of mortality among lives now aged
x+ t who were selected at age x, t years ago, while qx+t is the

rate of mortality among lives now aged x-\-t who were selected at

various ages and have been under observation for different

periods.

(Similar principles hold with other functions e.g., Ax+t

becomes Ar.V
] +f , nVx +t becomes nV^ +t ,

and so on).

As an example let us suppose that we have before us a pile

of cards each of which relates to a life assured whose present

age is 30.

If we observe the whole group for one year we shall obtain

<730 , i.e., a rate of mortality dependent purely upon the age

attained.

If, however, we sort out all those cases where the age at

entry was 29 (the time elapsed being therefore one year) we

shall obtain
<7[ 29]+i, i.e., a rate of mortality which takes account

of age and time.

Similarly by taking out the cards relating to lower ages at

entry we shall obtain (ftzsj+z, <7[27] + 3> #[2o]+io> and so on.

The following table shows the actual figures according to

the British Offices O [M] Table :-

=
"00312

flap]
+ 1
^

-00493

=
-00651

10= "00757

It will be noticed that, although in all cases the age attainec

is 30, the rates of mortality vary. The variations are due to

16



time elapsed since selection took place and consequently the

rates are termed Select Rates.

In theory the influence of time could be traced for an

indefinite number of years, but in practice it is found that only

the first 10 years need be considered, and, in fact, the student

will find that many tables trace the effect of selection for only

5 years, e.g., the British Offices experience for non-profit

assurances included in the tables used in the examinations.

There is much practical convenience in thus limiting the

number of years when it is permissible to do so. With the

ordinary mortality table we have one set of functions for each

age. With a select table we have 6 sets if we trace selection

for 5 years, and n sets if we trace it for 10 years, i.e., we have

to prepare in effect 6 and n mortality tables instead of

i table.

The student must be thoroughly clear as to the meaning of

three actuarial terms, viz., Select, Aggregate and Ultimate.

Select is the term used when we wish to allow for the two

factors of age at entry and time elapsed since entry.

The suffices are of the type above described, viz. [x] +t.

Thus we have <?(>]+/, M[.V]+/, etc.

Aggregate is the term used when we wish to allow only for

age attained. The suffices are of the type x-\-t. Thus we have

q.v +t, M.V+*, etc.

Ultimate is the term used when.we wish to deal with select

data but to exclude from them the early portions during which

we distinguish both age and time.

Thus the O[M] Ultimate Table is the experience of those lives

who formed the data for the Select Table excluding, however,

their select period which, as we explained above, is 10 years.

Example. <?40 ,
which is the

"
ultimate

"
rate of mortality at age

40, is derived from the observation of lives who entered at all

I 7 B



ages up to (but not beyond) 30. Consequently all the effects

of the selection at entry are supposed to be eliminated in the

Ultimate Table.

The suffices are of the type x+ t, and whenever ultimate

mortality is referred to an indication to that effect is given.

Note on the arrangement of Select Tables. There are two ways
of arranging these tables and it is imperative that the student

shall distinguish carefully between them.

Modern practice adopts the following form (selection is

assumed to be traced for 5 years) :

Age at Age

<?[*] <?IA]+I 9].v]+2 9[.v]+ 3 9[.ri+ 4 <?.r- 5
Attained

[x] x+n
20

21

22

Dr. Sprague's practice was as follows :-

Age <?i,j <?[A

x

20

21

22

In the former example as we read horizontally the age

attained, [x] -K, increases by I per column.

In the latter case the age attained remains constant.

18
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Key to the Notation used in the following Paper.

The subscripts [,,j, t
.v+lj , [.v+j, etc., denote that the

symbols to which they are attached relate to lives which are

respectively of the ages x, x+i, x+ n, etc., and are

select (or healthy) lives.

The subscript f.V]+,, denotes that the lives to which the

symbol relates are of the age x+ n, and were select at the

age x.

The subscripts ^-ij + i,
[
A . 2j+2> .... [* /j+*, denote that the

lives are now of the age x, and were select at the ages .v I,

x 2, . . . x t, respectively.

The letter h prefixed to a symbol, as in (hl) x , (hd) x , (//a)*,

denotes that the lives to which the symbol relates are select

(or Wealthy).

The symbols (hl) ]x]+n , (Aa)f.vj + i etc., relate to lives which

were select at the age x, and are now of the age x + n, and

still select.

The same is the case with u (hV) x or w (/tV)w .

The letter u prefixed to a symbol denotes that the lives to

which it relates are the damaged (or unhealthy) lives of our

table. When the subscript is
[*] + ,

the lives were select at the

age A.

19 B 2



THE USE OF SELECT MORTALITY TABLES.

Abstract of the last part of a Paper by DR. T. B. SPRAGUE

appearing in Journal of the Institute of Actuaries, Vol. xxii.,

^.407. (Date : January , 1881.)

By means of these tables we may answer with more or less

accuracy a variety of questions to which hitherto no numerical

answers could be given : in particular, we are able to investigate

in a complete manner the effect upon life insurance finance of

the gradual wearing out of the benefit of selection. As is well

known, a body of insured lives who are at the outset all select, will,

after the lapse of some years, contain a number of damaged lives,

the majority, however, being still good lives. For some purposes,

as for instance, when we are estimating the liabilities of a life

insurance company, we may, without inconvenience or error,

proceed as if all lives of the same age and standing were equally

deteriorated ; but in other cases, as for instance, when we have

to fix a rule for the calculation of surrender values, it is

important to bear in mind the real character of the deterioration

which has taken place, namely, that, while the majority of the

lives still remain in good health, a certain small proportion of

them have become more or less diseased. It is no new suggestion

that the lives which apply to surrender their policies, will, on

the average be in a better state of health than those which

continue their policies ;
that those who surrender should there-

fore be treated as select lives, and the values of their policies

calculated accordingly. It is obvious that while, by the use of

such a table as the H M(5)
,
we may calculate average policy-values,

that shall be applicable to the policies taken as a whole, yet the

liability in respect of a policy on a life that has become damaged,
must be considerably greater than this average, and therefore

the liability under a policy on a life which is still select must

20



be less than the average ; but I am not aware that any attempt

has ever been made hitherto to calculate the different values of

policies on select and damaged lives, or the respective numbers

of healthy and damaged lives contained in a body of mixed lives

that have been assured for any length of time. It is my object

to do this in the present paper.

In the first place, it will be convenient to consider the net

premiums given by my tables. It will be found that up to the

age of 43 my net premiums are greater than the HM
premiums'

and above that age they are less.

Table of H M
4 pev-cent net Premiums

for the Insurance of 100.

Age at Entry.



H M(5) table. If in the second set of formulae we substitute instea

of
-n-jvi and a[,V], the premium and annuity-due of the H M table.

we shall get the values of policies as found from the combined

H M and H M(5) tables; and this shows us that the policy-values

as found from my tables, will be greater or less than those

found from the combined H M and H M(5) tables, accordingly,

as 7T
[vj

is less or greater than the net premium deduced from

the H M
table, that is, up to age at entry 43 the policy-values

given by my tables are less than those given by the combined

H M and H M(5)
,
and above that age they are greater.

Column (4) of the following tables shows the 4 per-cent policy-

values calculated by these formulas, for ages at entry 30,

45 and 60, and for values of n, i, 2, 3, 10, 15, 20, 30:

and for the purpose of comparison column (2) of the same tables

shows the 4 per-cent. values calculated by the HM
table, and

column (3) the values calculated by the combined H M and H M<5)

tables. It will be noticed that there are no values opposite the first

four ages in column (3). In practice the blank would be supplied

by taking the values from column (2), since in valuing policies

under rive years' standing the HM table would be used alone.

An examination of the table shows that for such policies, what-

ever the age at entry, my policy-values greatly exceed the H M

values. Combining this result with the one above, it seems

probable that the adoption of my tables would have the effect

of considerably increasing the estimated liability of a company
under its policies. I have, however, made no calculations as to

this
;
and being at the present time too fully occupied to do so,

I shall be pleased if some other member of the Institute will

investigate the point.
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Values of Policies for ioo on Mixed and on Healthy Lives, calculated

at 4 per cent. Interest according to different formula.
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I have stated above how the values in columns (2), (3) and (4)

are got, and a full explanation of the values in the other columns

will be given presently; but it may be useful to give here a

short description of the various formulas by which the different

values are calculated.

As already explained, the values in columns (2), (3), (4), are

all got bv the well-known formulas.O J

n vv == -^Vv + &>x + n' 7rx A' + Vr .* + 7r
.v7

== ^ a>x +n~ a.v

In column (2) the values of all the quantities are taken from

the HM Table.

In (3), n being > 4, the values of A.V+M , a.v+, ?*+, are taken

from the H M(5> Table, but those of a.v and *x from the HM Table.

In (4) the formulas become

*M= A[.v] +
~~&M + M "VI

=
&[x] + n(

7r
[x\ +n~ ^W)= I &[x] + n -r- B>[x] ',

and the values of A [A]+M , ao]+, T[.V]+, are taken from my Select

Tables when n<$ and from the H M(5) Table when n=or>5 ;
the

values of a[.V] and irM being always taken from the select Tables.

In (5) the life is supposed to be, still select (or healthy) at the

date of valuation, and the formulas are

H(hV) [*] A[*+j] a[.i-+ H]
i7r

[.v] a[A-+ W ] (*"[*+]
"~
^M)= i ~ a^+n] ~^~ a^ ] >

the values of all the quantities being taken from my Select

Tables. Since a life is always supposed to be select at entry,

we may omit the brackets round the age at entry x, here and

above, and write without any risk of confusion, nVx and n (hV) x .

Passing now to the second set of values those in columns (6)

to (9), we suppose that the first year's premium has been absorbed

by the initial expenses and the first year's risk. The values in

(6) and (7) are got by the formulas

Ajr+a 8w+ff?r*+ 1
== a.v + (7J".v + n 7r.v+ 1 j

== I a.v + n
~

a.v + i

In (6) the values of all the quantities are taken from the

H M Table.



In (7), n being > 4, the values of A V+M ,
a v+ , f

. irA+n ,
are taken

from the H M(s>Table, and those of a, + i T. I + I ,
from the HM Table.

In (8) the policy-values are calculated by the new formulas,

It is desirable to have a symbol to denote this value, and as

the ordinary symbol for a policy-value HVA ,
does not admit of

being suitably modified, I propose V([x+i], [#]+); con-

sistently with which we might have the ordinary policy-value

denoted by V(x, x+ n).

In (9), as in (5), the life is supposed to be still healthy, and

the policy-value is calculated by the formulae

in which the values of all the quantities are got from the Select

Tables. This value might, if desired, be denoted by the symbol

V([#+i], [x+ n]). It will be noticed that in the case of a

healthy life, the value obtained in this way is the same as that

calculated by the formula of column (5) for a policy on a life

still healthy, which was taken out at the age x+ i and had been

in force n I years ;
but a similar relation does not exist between

the policy-values for mixed lives.

I submit that by means of my new tables we can estimate the

liability of a life office under its policies more correctly than has

ever been possible hitherto : When the Institute tables were

published, it seemed very probable that we should get approxi-

mately true results by using the HM table for policies of less

than five years' duration, and the combined H M and H M(5) tables

for policies of greater duration. On the assumption that after

the lapse of five years the effect of selection has worn off, it was

clear that for policies of five years or more duration, the H M(5>
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annuities and reversions were the proper ones to use ; but what

was the proper net premium ? In practice the H M
premium

was adopted, but this was only because no more accurate pre-

miums were available. It could not be maintained that the

H M
premiums were the correct ones

;
in fact, it was impossible

to say with certainty whether the correct net premiums would

be greater or less than these. As regards policies of less than

five years' standing, the uncertainty was still greater, as it could

not even be known whether the H M reversions and annuities were

greater or less than the correct values when proper allowance

was made for the effect of selection. The only legitimate con-

clusion that could be drawn was that, as the mortality in the

early years of insurance is light, probably the reserve that should

be made for policies quite recently effected, ought to be greater

than that given by the H M table. All these doubts and diffi-

culties are removed by the use of my Select Tables. We are

able to calculate from them for the first time the proper reserve

to make for the liability under policies on recently selected lives

of any age, when allowance is made for the gradual wearing
out of the benefit of selection, and we altogether get rid of the

awkward break in the series of policy-values between the fourth

and fifth years, which is caused by the use of the combined

HM and H M(s> tables. My tables also, as I shall show further

on, enable us to make proper allowance for the initial expenses

of the new business.

On these grounds I ask my professional brethren t<> give a

friendly reception to my tables, and to consider for themselves,

first, whether th^se tables are, as I hold, so great an improve-

ment on all previously existing tables, that they deserve to be

employed in all life insurance calculations ; and then, how they

may best be practically applied in making life office valuations.

There will be no difficulty in using them for this purpose when

the values of policies are determined individually by means of
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a table; and I cannot help thinking that this method of valua-

tion is at present unduly discredited. There is one very great

benefit that attaches to it, the value of which is strikingly

exemplified by recent events
;
and that is, that it most effectually

prevents the introduction of any negative policy-values into a

valuation. If a table of policy-values were calculated on the

basis of my Select Mortality Tables its extent would be precisely

the same as that of a table calculated on any other basis, and

the use of it would be attended with precisely the same amount

of labour. If, however, the policies are valued, as is now more

usual, in classes, separate classifications would have to be made
of policies of less and more than five years' duration

; and

policies of less than five years' duration would have to be

arranged both accord ing to the age at entry and the endurance,

unless it should be found sufficiently correct to group all policies

under five years' standing simply according to the age attained,

and then to value the policies at any age, say j, by means of the

annuities and assurances for the age [y 2\ +2. I throw out

this suggestion in the hope that some member of the Institute

will take it up, examine it practically, and publish the result of

his examination. So many interesting lines of enquiry are

suggested by a study of my new tables that I cannot myself
undertake to follow them all up. It seems probable, indeed,

that a complete examination of them would afford employment
for many investigators during a long period ; and having laid

unreservedly before the actuarial profession my methods of

investigation and the results at which I have thus far arrived, I

trust other volunteers will now come forward and assist in the

exploration of the new region into which I may at all events

claim to have opened a practicable road.

I now pass on to consider what is the value of a policy on a

life which is still select. Taking the general formula for the net

value of a policy, A A
. +n a v+w .Ti-, it is obvious that the fact of
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the life being still select is no reason for altering the value of TTX ;

but the values of the assurance and the annuity must be those

for select lives. The formulas for the value of a policy on a

select life, which I will denote by (hV) x ,
become

and since a[.v+]> both ajxj+n and a,i+, we see that the policy-

values given by these formulas will always be less as might have

been anticipated, than those given by the others. The values

resulting from this formula are given in column 5 of the table,

and these values, it will be observed, are the sums that an office

should have in hand, according to the net-premium method of

valuation, in order to provide for its liability under a policy

upon a life that is still select. It is obvious that these values

will have a most important bearing on the calculation of

surrender values ;
but since, in calculating them, no allowance

is made for the initial expenses, I do not consider them so suit-

able for practical adoption as those which I shall presently

explain.

In all the preceding formulas, I have assumed, in accordance

with the fundamental principle of the net-premium method of

valuation, that the net premium valued is that for the original

age at entry, namely, TT
[v]

. I am of opinion, however, as I have

on various occasions explained, that, having regard to the higher

rate of expenditure which necessarily attaches to the first year

of a policy, this is not the correct method of procedure. If, as is

often the case, the first year's premium is wholly absorbed by the

current risk and expenses, I have suggested that, in the formulas

for a policy value, n\
T
A

-
=

a.v+Gr.v+ P), P should be put
== TTV+I ,

so as to value the net premium for an age one year greater than

the age at entry, thus making no reserve for policies of only one

year's standing. This process cannot be adopted without some

modification when we make use of the new tables. We then have
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[.v] + 1 P ac.r] + I(T[.V] + 1 P)

i(AV).v= A[.V+J ] a[.i-+i].P=a[.r+x](T[.v+i] P).

These equations show that, if we put P= 7r
[v] + 1,wemake jV.v =o;

but, since TT
LV] + I >7r[.v+I] , the same substitution gives a negative

value for ^AY)*, which is of course inadmissible. We may,

however, put P=7r[. l + I ] ;
and we then get

\r I \ 3i[.v]+l .

, (/fV) v
=

7T[.r + j j (TT [A + 1] 7r[ >t + , ])
= O.

We thus make no reserve for lives which are still select, but,

looking at the lives as a whole, we do make a reserve for

policies which have been one year in force ; and, as \ve shall

hereafter see, this reserve is exactly enough to meet the liability

under the policies on the lives that have become damaged in

the year.

These results enable us to calculate the value of the option

that a policyholder can exercise at the end of the first insurance

year. The company, in granting a whole-life policy, enters into

a contract which the policyholder is at liberty to continue or

discontinue, as he may think proper ;
and the premiums received

by the company in the first year must therefore be sufficient to

provide, not only for the heavy initial expenses and for the risk

of death during the first year, but also for the risk of the life

becoming damaged in the first year, since in that event it is

morally certain that the policyholder will continue the policy in

force. Let us use the phrase
"

first year's risk
"
to include both

of the risks just mentioned, and investigate what is the minimum
net premium, Q, which must be received from each of /M select

lives of the age .v, in order that this risk may be exactly met. The

number of deaths which will occur among the 1M lives is

/ /
[>j +i ,

and the number of survivors at the end of a year

is /[*] +I ,
for each of whom, as we have seen, must be made a

reserve equal to i a[.r] + i"^a^ + i] The total sum, therefore,
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which the company must have in hand at the end of the year,

to provide for the claims then due and for the policy-values, is

[.v]
- I

a
_, ,

'Til 'Til4-i

and this must be equal to the accumulated amount of the

l[X ] premiums, = (i + i)l [x} Q. Hence

=v- -

The following table shows the values of this quantity for

quinquennial ages at entry, and the values here shown seem

deserving of careful study, as indicating what is the real risk

run by a life office during the first year's currency of a whole-life

policy. It follows that the office can afford to spend only the

excess of the premium received over the amount here shown ;

and that, if it spends more than this, it runs a risk of its new

business, resulting in a loss by the dropping of the policies on

the healthv lives at the end of the first vear.

Age at

Entry.



The values in columns (8) and (9) of the table of policy-values

are calculated by these formulas : and these are the values

which, in my opinion, may most advantageously be used in life

office calculations.

The values in column (8) are suitable for calculating policy-

values in the quinquennial or other periodical investigations,

and a table of them might be formed and used in the same way
as the well-known tables of policy-values which are in use in a

good many offices. The values in column (9) are useful for cal-

culating surrender values, but must not be employed without

some further adjustment. They represent the sum that the

company should have in hand to meet its liability under a policy,

on the suppositions that the first year's premium is wholly

absorbed by the first year's risk and expenses, and that the life

is still in good health. It is therefore clear that an office can-

not afford to give for the surrender of the policy a larger sum

than shown by these values ; but it may very properly give a

smaller value. I will not, however, stay on the present occasion

to consider on what principle this smaller value should be

calculated.

In rinding the value of a policy on a life that is still select, we

have taken the values of A|.v j
and a

[
A ],

our object being to deter-

mine with the greatest attainable accuracy the real value of the

sum assured and the premium : but when we bear in mind that

the rate of mortality among insured lives depends upon the rate

of lapse, in such a way that, the greater the rate of lapse, the

greater will be the rate of mortality, we see that, in order to

determine the true value of the policy, we ought to know the

values of assurances and annuities upon select lives among
which there are no withdrawals. At present, however, I believe

there are no tables in existence that will give us the values of

these quantities. The fact is that, although we have ample
materials for determining the exact rate of mortality among
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insured lives, and are able to determine with great accuracy the

rate of mortality during the first insurance year for entrants of

any age, and to trace the gradual increase in the rate of

mortality among them caused by the combined operation of

advancing age and the withdrawals of healthy lives, yet we have

no means at present of determining how the rate of mortality

would increase if there were no such withdrawals. All we can

say is, that there is good reason for believing that the rate of

mortality would be less than is nowr found to prevail among
insured lives, and consequently the values of assurances would

be less and the values of annuities greater, than those given

by our tables. It follows also that the net premiums for the

insurance of such lives would be less than those above

calculated ;
but whether the values of policies would be greater

or less is not obvious.

Before the subject of selection can be thoroughly understood,

it will be essential to obtain information as to the rate of

mortality among select lives, none of which withdraws from

observation. Three sources occur to me whence the necessary

information might be obtained. One of these 1 have mentioned

in former papers, namely, the experience among the Government

annuitants. These annuitants wrhen nominated are probably, on

the average, a very select body of lives
;
and no withdrawals

take place among them, since the Government will never repur-

chase an annuity which it has granted. The second source

from which information might be gained is the mortality

experience of the Peerage Families. We may fairly assume

that men who marry are, taken as a whole, a body of select lives,

although there will, no doubt, be occasional exceptions. We
might therefore investigate the rate of mortality among the

married men of the Peerage Families (supposing each to come

under observation at the date ofmarriage), grouping together all

those who marry at the same age, and tracing the rate of mor-



tality in each of these groups. I have myself extracted a very

considerable number of facts from the Peerage records, which I

may, perhaps, some day utilize in this way. The third source

from which information might be obtained, is from the published

experience of individual life offices, among which I would

particularly indicate the experience of the New York Mutual,

and the very extensive experience of the Gotha Life Office,

during 50 years recently published by the Manager, Dr.

Emminghaus. Ifwe assume thut all the persons who withdraw

from observation by the lapse or surrender of their policies,

are select lives, and are subject, after withdrawal, to the rate of

mortality which we find to prevail among recently selected lives,

we might by a long and somewhat complicated series of calcula-

tions determine approximately what would be the number of

persons under observation in any year, and the number of

deaths among them, supposing that no withdrawals took place ;

and comparison of these would give us the rate of mortality

we require.

Thus far we have seen that, after the lapse of any number of

years, the survivors of a body of lives originally select, form a

mixed body, consisting of comparatively few damaged lives,

with a majority of lives still healthy ;
and that the value of a

policy on a life still select, is less than the average value

calculated on the assumption that all the lives of the same age,

and insured for the same length of time, are in the same state

of health. We have also seen how we can calculate both the

average values of policies and the values of policies on lives

that are still select. It remains to complete this part of the

subject by showing how to calculate the number of damaged
lives among a body of persons that have been assured for any
time, and the values of their policies ;

and we shall then see

that the sum of the values of the policies on the select lives and

of the values of the policies on the damaged lives, is equal to
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the sum of the average policy-values for the total number

of lives.

In the first place it will be convenient to consider lives that

have been five years or more insured, and have therefore, accord-

ing to our fundamental supposition, attained the ultimate rate

of mortality for their age. Turning to Table No. i, at the end,

let us in the first instance consider the 862,820 select lives of 30.

We see that out of these there survive at the end of 5 years

829,800, who are then of the age 35. Some of these will be

still select lives and some will be damaged, and the rates of

mortality prevailing among these two classes will of course, be

widely different ; but the 829,800 will as a whole be subject to

the mortality of the H M(5) table. (It is true that according to

the table the H M(5)
mortality is reached at the age of 33, but

this does not in any way affect our argument.) After the lapse

of 5 more years, or at the age of 40, the number of survivors will

be 786,500. Now according to the construction of the table,

this is also the number of survivors out of 820,928 select lives

of 35, that is to say, the 820,928 select lives and the 829,800

mixed lives of 35, will give us after 5 years the same number of

survivors, who will thenceforward be subject to the H M(5) mor-

tality. It is therefore clear that the difference, 8,872, between

these numbers must be the number of damaged lives included

among the latter ; and consistently with our supposition that

the effect of selection wears off in 5 years at most, these damaged
lives must all be dead before the end of 5 years, or none of them

will attain the age of -|O. It will be useful to consider this

point a little more closely. When we say that the benefit of

selection wears off in 5 years, we mean that after 5 years a body
of lives originally select will contain the proportion of damaged
lives that will give us the H M(5) rate of mortality; and that

after 5 years the survivors of a body of select lives will be

subject to the same rate of mortality as the survivors of a body
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of mixed lives of the same age ; and it is clear that this can

only be the case if the damaged lives contained among these

mixed lives all die within the 5 years. If we now trace from

year to year the number of survivors of the 820,928 select lives

and 829,800 mixed lives, as set out for greater distinctness in the

following table, it is easy to see that the differences, as shown

in column (5), must be the survivors from year to year out of

the 8,872 damaged lives, until, when we come to the end of

the fifth year, there is no difference, or all the 8,872 are dead.

Age
X



We thus see that, ifwe denote by (ut)x the number of damage
(or ?whealthy) lives among the lx mixed lives, we shall have

(/).!=/. /[.i] ; if, furthermore, (/)(,+, denotes the number of

these damaged lives that are alive after the lapse of t years,

(/)(.o+*
=

/.v+* /[.v] + f ; and if (ud)^ )+t denotes the number of

these lives that die in the (+i)thyear, (nd)^) +t= d^ +t di.^ +t .

According to the suppositions we have made, when t = or > 5,

(ul)(X)+t=Q, (ud)(_V) +t
= o. Column (8) of Table No. I contains

the values of (ul) x ,
or the number of damaged lives calculated

in this way; columns (9) to (12) show the numbers of these

surviving after i, 2, 3, 4 years; and columns (13) to (17) show

how many of them die in successive years up to the fifth. In

each case the numbers are to be read diagonally downwards

from left to right.

This table, it is to be observed, puts our adjusted table to a

very severe test, which I think it stands on the whole very

satisfactorily. It is true that the numbers in columns (n), (12),

(16), (17), show considerable irregularities ; but these arise from

the unsatisfactory graduation of the H M(5) table, and they will

affect the money values very slightly.

In what precedes we have shown that, if lx represents the

survivors of a number of lives now of the age .v, who have been

insured for 5 years or more, then the number of those lives

that are still select (or healthy) is /
[.
r

j ,
and the number ofdamaged

lives among them, (ul) x , is the difference, /.v /[
We have

next to determine the number of healthy and damaged lives

among a body of lives of any age that have been insured for

less than 5 years. In order to fix the ideas, let us first suppose
the lives to be now of the age 35, and to have been insured for

i year. Then Table i (p. 52) shows us that 825,510 such lives

will give after the lapse of 5 years 786,500 mixed lives ; but,

from the construction of the table, this is also the number of

survivors out of 820,928 select lives of the age 35, Tracing by
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means of the figures in Table No. i, the survivors out of the

two bodies as shown in the following table, we get the numbers

of these damaged lives who survive after the lapse of i, 2, 3,

4, 5 vears.

Age



Taking a general view now of our extended table of /.v, we

see that, since the radix of the H M(5) table is 10,000 persons

alive at the age 10, the number at any age x in our column / \-
,
is

the number of survivors out of 1,000,000 select lives of 10, and

is also the number of survivors out of /
[v] select lives of the

age y, where y= or < x 5 ; for instance, 551,600 mixed lives of

the age of 60 are the survivors out of 611,313 select lives of 55,

or out of 624,683 select lives of 54, or out of 674,923 select lives

of 50, or out of 862,820 select lives of 30, and so on. Again, we

see that
/[.V]

is the number of lives still select among all the

numbers of the same age x in the different columns of our table ;

and the number of damaged lives among the number of mixed

lives in any of those columns, is found by subtracting from it

the corresponding number /[.vj. We further see that /[ V j
is the

number of healthy lives among the survivors of
/[.v-i] select

lives who have been insured for one year, among /o- 2 ]
select

lives who have been insured for two years, and in general

among /[A _,,] select lives who have been insured for n years.

If we suppose that the ultimate rate of mortality is not attained

after 5 years, but after a longer term, for instance 10 years, we

may construct a table with similar properties, which are

sufficiently obvious without explanation.

It will now be useful to show by an example the gradual

deterioration that takes place among a body of lives originally

select. Taking 820,928 select lives of 35, we have seen that

the number of damaged lives at the end of a year is /
[35 ] +I /

[36 ]

= 4,568. The number of select lives among the survivors

being /
[36] ,

the number of those that become damaged in the

next insurance year is obviously /
[36 ] +I /[37]=: 4,5o6, the num-

ber that become damaged in the following insurance year is

^[37] +i ^ [38]
= 4*460, and so on; and we have seen above how

to ascertain the number of survivors out of these various

numbers of damaged lives, after the lapse of any number of
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years. The following table shows (in column (2) ) the number

of the 820,928 lives becoming damaged in each of the first 5

insurance years, and (in columns (3) to (6) ) the respective

numbers of them surviving, until they are all dead ; and the

last column shows the total numbers of these survivors at the

end of each of the 10 years from the date of entry. It will be

noticed that the number of damaged lives existing at the age 40,

and the numbers of them surviving in successive years, agree

with the figures given in columns (8) to (12) of Table No. i.



healthy lives will be reduced proportionately, namely, from

4022 to 3620, while the deaths among the damaged lives will

remain as before, namely, 4,278. Adding these together, we get

a total of 7,898 deaths out of 747,707 lives, so that the rate of

mortality is '010563, which is about 5 per cent, greater than the

H M(5> rate of mortality, "010002. In the same way we may
calculate the rate of mortality in each of the five years until the

8,872 damaged lives are all dead. The rates of mortality thus

resulting are contained in column (3) of the subjoined table. If

we suppose a larger number of the healthy lives to withdraw, it

is clear that the rate of mortality among the lives remaining

under observation will be increased, and the greater the

proportion of healthy lives that withdraw, the higher will be

the rate of mortality. In the following table I have given the

rates of mortality that would result, according to our tables,

from the withdrawal, not only of 10 per cent., but also of 20,

30, 40 and 50 per cent, of the healthy lives
; and it will be seen

that the withdrawal of one-half the healthy lives has the effect

of increasing the rate of mortality in the following year almost

50 per cent.

Table showing the Rate of Mortality among a body of Lives, aged

35, that have been insured for 5 or more years, on the assumption
that a varying proportion of the Healthy Lives withdraw.



These are calculated by the formula : Probability of dying in

the (w + i)th year, if m : 10 of the healthy lives withdraw at the

7 c -i_ it ~1ii~''*'r'3C~l-4-Jl T T 7 1 Jn rff^ ~* p* jj^' L jT>J
~ \\/h^n 'M ^\r" "*^ '. ft r- - -^

age 35? ^
' vviieri n or > ^, [35]+M

WZ / n

the formula becomes

__ ^

We are now in a position to show how to calculate the

values of annuities and assurances on the damaged lives of our

table. Confining our attention, in the first instance, to the

(ul) x damaged lives contained in lx lives that have been insured

for five or more years, and assuming that they are all in the

same state of health, we shall have the value of an assurance

upon any one of them equal to

^

suppose.

This shows us how the columnar method may be extended

to the values of benefits dependent upon the damaged lives.

Bearing in mind that (w/) A.=/ v /w ,
we see that (uD) x=Dx

-

D[.vj.
Also since (ud) x=dx d

[x]t
and (ud) (x)+t

=dx+t d
[x]+t , we

have

+t-dw+^-dw

so that we finally get the equation

.

B

Similarly the value of an annuity-due upon a damaged
life is
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and proceeding as before, it is easy to see that we have

(D), D.v
- D

c,]

Since (aXr and (uA)x are the ordinary whole-life annuity-due
and assurance, on lives which are subject to a certain rate of

mortality, the usual well-known relation will exist between

them, A= i i rfa.

The following table gives specimen values of these functions.

X



We have

'hi) (Aa) -

-(hi)
(h -

(hi) -=-(hWt)x' V c

Also

In a similar way we may prove that(AZ),.(AA)*

We have a corresponding formula for the policy-values. Let

P be the premium valued in finding the policy-value, and let

n(u\')x denote the value of a policy taken out n years ago

(n being >4), on a life which was then of the age x, and is now

one of the damaged lives of our table and of the age x+ n.

Then H(wV).r
= (A).v+n - (a).,- + H.P ; also n (hV),. = (/tA).v+tt

-

(/ia.).r + -P, and ttV. = A.V+,, a., +//.P ; then by means of the

relations proved above,

n
-

] (hi).

_ 7 A / Q p 7 V- t'i+;! rv \+n i'.v + l*.i + -1- ''.v + u'/t v .v

T -, *+* * -[*+Hence \ve get w(V).t.= ; _ 7
.l+;i *[*+]

We see that these relations hold whatever net premium is

valued.

A numerical example will perhaps place them in a clearer

light. If the premium valued is TT^J, then 100 WV.V will be the

average policy value tabulated in col. (4) of the table on p. 23,

and 100 ,,(/A
r

).v will be the value tabulated in col. (5) of the same

table. As an illustration of the above theory, we will take the

case of a policy effected at the age of 30 which has been 15

years in force. We have 7r
[30]

= -oi7i4 (p. 21) ; (A/) 45
= 73069 2,
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(ul) 45
=-- 11008, 45=741700 (p. 52) ; 15V[30 ]

= '

18048, , 5 (/iV) 30
=

16976 (p. 23) ; (a) 45
=

1-9409, (uA) 45 =-92535 (p. 42) : whence

I5 (
WV) 30

= (A) 45
- (a) 45

7r
[30]

= -92535
-
-03327 = -89208.

Hence

(M) 45
x

15 (/iV) 30
== 730692 x -16976 = 124042

(w/) 45
x

I5 (wV) 30
= 11008 x '89208 = 9820

^45
X 15^30

: 7417.00 X '18048 = 133862

We have now to consider the (ul)[X]+ n damaged lives containec

in
/[.V] +/ ,

mixed lives, where n<$. If we extend the notation of

the commutation columns in the same way as we have extended

the notation for the numbers living and dying, we have

But it is only necessary to deal with the case of

have (ttD) [ .V]+M=D [ .v]+n D
[A

.

+M] .

By similar reasoning,

and (wM) [ .x]+n=M [ .l]+n

Furthermore,

(MM)i:.Y]+ , t

and

It is also easy to see that we have

and
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Also

Similarly we may show that

=
Z[.V] + W .A

[..] + . From these relations it at once follows that, what-

ever the net premium valued, (hl)[X]+n.n(hV)x+(ul)&]+n'(uV)x
=

[.
V]+ M.,,V V . When n = or > 5, all these formulas agree with

those previously obtained.

As another instance of tne use of our tables in calculating

the value of options to be exercised by the assured, let us

suppose that, as part of some business arrangement, an office

enters into an agreement that it will upon application n years

hence, if a person now of the age x shall be then alive, grant a

policy on his life at the ordinary rate of premium. If the

person is alive and still in good health, it is clear the company
will be at no disadvantage in then granting a policy at the

ordinary rate of premium. The risk, therefore, which the

company runs is, that the life will be still in existence at the

end of n years, but have become damaged ; and we have seen

that the probability of this is

Instead of confining ourselves to the case of a single contract

of this kind, it is convenient, as in most questions of life con-

tingencies, to suppose that the company enters into
/[.v]

contracts
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of the kind. Then our table shows us that at the end of n years

there will be (M/).V + damaged lives who will die within 5 years ;

and the sum which the company should have in hand at the

outset in order to provide for these claims is (ud).v+nv
n+I

(*^W)+x^+a+(^W)+^^
and the single premium therefore to be charged in the case

of one life is the same quantity divided by /[.V]

v + n i + 3

l

~".(A).v+n . The analogy of this formula to an ordinary

deferred assurance is obvious. Hitherto we have left out of

account the premiums which the company is to receive.

Suppose for the present that this premium is P. Then the value

of the premiums to be received on the damaged lives will be

(ul) (,

and the chance of the company receiving such premiums in

respect of a particular nominated life is this quantity divided

by /[v]

It>*++'+(H/)(*+ )+a^+2+^
p_

*

(wD).v+M

being analogous to an ordinary deferred annuity. We may use the

symbols (a) [.] and (A) [V]
to denote the deferred annuities

and assurances we have been here considering. Combining
our results, the single premium that the company should receive

at the outset in consideration of entering into the supposed

contract is
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i+H (a),+.P)and if P= 7r
[ .v+ ,r] ,

then

-.W[.v + ]
=

(tAa).i- + {
(M*r).r + 7T[.v+M] [

On the supposition that the risk has turned out in favour of the

assured and against the company, this quantity is the value to

the assured of the policy on a damaged life at the date of its

issue, and may be denoted by the symbol (V) ( .v + H) . Then the

single premium that the company should receive at the outset is

.(zA-
7

)(.i-+). The value of an annuity-due for n years
-L>[.v]

upon [x] being ,
it follows that the annual pre-

D[.,]

mium payable for n years which should be charged by the

(uD\v+n
company as the consideration for the risk is v~ v .(wV) (.v+M) .

IN
[.,] i\v +H

It must be borne in mind, however, that, if the company agree

to accept this annual premium in consideration of undertaking

the risk supposed, and the assured retain the usual right of

dropping the policy, he will be able to exercise an option which

has not entered into the calculation
;
and the company, there-

fore could not agree to accept this annual premium, unless it

were in some way protected against the risk of the option being

exercised to its disadvantage. Such protection would be

obtained by making the above annual premium an addition to

the ordinary premium for an ordinary policy.

As a numerical example of the above theory, let it be required

to find the net single premium that a company should receive

at the outset, in consideration of entering into a contract that

it will, upon application 20 years hence, if a person now of the

age of 30 shall be then alive, grant a policy on his life at the
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ordinary rate of premium. The single premium will

Dr
i -

)
= 2037-1 x

/ 1-9105 \

'[303 D
[30]

V a [50 ] /
'"

266022
'

13-63467

= '0076576 x '85988 == '0065846 == about 135. 2d. per cent.

The annual premium will be about is. per cent.

As a final illustration of the method of calculating the value

of options that may be exercised by the assured, I will now find

the formula for a short term assurance, on the supposition that

all the healthy lives drop their policies at the end of a year,

leaving the office to pay the claims upon all the damaged lives.

Suppose that
/[.V] persons effect insurances on their lives, and,

first, that the term of the insurances is six or more years, the

effect of which latter supposition is, that all the damaged lives

at the end of the first year will die during the term for which

the insurance is current. Then the number of deaths in the

first year will be */[*], and the number of survivors at the end

of the year will be /
[.
V ] + i, of whom /

[., + r]
are still in good

health and, according to our supposition, drop their policies,

leaving on the company's books the damaged lives, in number,

(wOaixi + i
=

^[.r] + i /u + i]- Then we see that the sum which

would at the outset be sufficient to provide for payment of the

claims is

d^ .v+ (ud) [>v] + ,tr+ (ud) (w + x) + xfl
3+ (ud) , DV] + x) + zv*+ (ud) ( [tV] + + 3

t?
5

By a similar process of reasoning it can be proved that, if P

is the premium paid by each of the l^ lives, then the value

of all the premiums receivable on the suppositions made, i

] N[. l + I])P-^t
l1

;
and equating the value of the premiums

--
.

s

to

the value of the claims, we get P=
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Next let us suppose that all the healthy lives drop their

policies at the end of the second year, the original term of the

insurance being 7 or more years, so that all the damaged lives

will die within the term of the insurance. Then it may be proved

by a process of reasoning strictly analogous to the foregoing that

[. X ] [ r+2 ]

the annual premium to provide for the claims is TT-TT~- ;

IV] -i^ [,+*]

and in general, if the healthy lives drop their policies at the end

of the iih year, the original term of the insurance being + 5 years

or more, then the annual premium that will provide for the

MM-M^
claims isT7~" ~~rr

--
. Ihe torm 01 this expression shows us

-V-v] J-V.v+f]

that the numerator corresponds to the claims among the
Z[.r] lives

under deduction of the claims among the
Z[.v+ *] lives who are

still select after the lapse of t years ; that is to say, to all the

claims during the t years and to the claims among the damaged
lives thereafter, and the denominator corresponds to the pre-

miums payable in respect of the same lives.

The formula will take a different shape when n, the original

term of the insurance, < + 5. Suppose, for instance, that the

original term of the insurance is n years, and that the healthy

lives withdraw at the end of the 2th year ;
then it is easy to see

that the sum which is necessary to provide for the claims during

the hrst t years is (M[.v] M
t .r]+f )-t-v

-v
, and the sum necessary

to provide for the claims arising from the deaths of damaged
lives in the following n t years is

(M [ .v]+ ,-M [ ,. + , ] -M^] + n + U lv+ ti +n - t)+v-
v

.

Adding these together the total sum necessary to provide for

the claims is

Similarly, if P is the premium payable in respect of each
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insurance, the value of all the premiums at the outset will be

and equating these quantities, we get

_M[.V] M [A
- + *] M[.V ]=

NY,-]- N c . r + ,3

- N
c .r] + + N[,+(]+BI/

Here the terms of the numerator, M[.V ] M[.v] + , correspond to

the whole of the claims that arise out of /[.] persons in n years,

and the other terms, M [a
. + /] M

[ . l-+/] +M _/ , correspond to the

claims during the last (n t) years out of the lives which are

still select at the end of t years ;
and the difference between

these is clearly the whole of the claims for t years and the claims

in respect of the damaged lives during the other n t years.

Similarly for the denominator.

Next, let us suppose that policies are granted on the half-

premium system, so that at the end of live years the premium
is doubled, remaining thereafter constant

;
and let us further

suppose that at the end of rive years all the healthy lives with-

draw. Then reasoning as before, the number of lives assured

being Z[.V ],
the sum necessary to provide for the claims during

the five years is (M[. l ] M.v+5)-M;
- 1

'

;
and the sum necessary to

provide for the claims among the damaged lives, after the expiry

of five years, is (M.v+5 M[. v
. + 5] )-i-t?

'

. Therefore the total sum

necessary to provide for the claims is (M [>r ] M[.v+5 ])-r-i?
-v

. If P
is the premium payable during the first five years, which is

increased to 2? subsequently, the value of the premiums receiv-

able will be

NM-N.r+5 N.. +5 -N,tM .r+5
_ p + .. +5-,t+s] -2P =

V 'v V x

Mr i

Equating the two quantities, we get P = -^
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This quantity is the premium that will exactly suffice to meet

the claims according to the suppositions we have made
;
but it

does not follow that it will be the proper premium to charge.
In order to decide as to this, we must calculate the increasing

premium in the ordinary way bv the formula P' = ^ -
'

TN r -i -hIVX1
[.v]

' ^Vv + 5

Then, if P < P', we learn that we may safely charge the premium
P'; but if P>P', the latter premium will not be sufficient to

t

meet the risk during the first five years. We might then charge
the premium P during the five years ; but it would be

unnecessary to charge 2 P for the remainder of life, and the

proper course would be to charge for the remainder of life the

premium P" determined by the equation

P(N,, ]-N, +5)+P"-N,. +5
=MM
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